Alien Skin Software Announces Eye Candy 6 Graphic Design Effects Plug-in for Photoshop
Gorgeous detailed effects look organic and natural. Over 1000 presets that adapt to image size make Eye
Candy easy to use. Professional features support production environments, such as CMYK color mode,
16-bit/channel images, and acceleration for multi-core computers.
Raleigh, North Carolina – December 1, 2009 – Alien Skin Software today announces the immediate
availability of Eye Candy® 6, the new version of its graphic design special effects plug-in for Adobe®
Photoshop®. The 30 filters in Eye Candy render beautifully detailed realistic effects that are difficult or
impossible to achieve in Photoshop alone. Now it is easy to create attractive results quickly because Eye
Candy adapts to the current image size.
“Eye Candy could always render a huge range of beautiful effects, but you had to be an expert to achieve
them,” said Terence Tay, the architect of Eye Candy. “Now version 6 hands them to you on a silver platter
by providing improved presets which automatically adapt to your image size.”
Beauty
Eye Candy handles every situation elegantly, from slick Web interfaces (Chrome, Glass, Perspective
Shadow) to tasteful logos (Bevel, Brushed Metal, Extrude) to spectacular titles (Chrome, Corona, Fire).
Realism sets Eye Candy effects apart from the generic filters built into Photoshop. Effects like Animal Fur,
Smoke, and Reptile Skin are rendered in exquisite detail down to individual hairs, turbulent wisps, and
irregular bumps. Eye Candy makes your designs look natural and organic, not computery and fake.
Ease of Use
Eye Candy makes it easy to apply tasteful special effects to any project, which is quite a feat considering
that it contains 30 filters, over 1000 presets, and hundreds of controls. All that power is tamed by a
deceptively simple user interface. The presets are now organized into categories and each one adapts to
fit the size of your current image. The numerous presets handle nearly any situation, but you can also
customize each effect and save your own settings.
Help for Eye Candy 6 is everywhere. Tooltips appear above every control and a detailed manual pops up
with a single key press. The Web site has a large library of tutorial videos, example images, a knowledge
base, and a discussion forum.
Professional Features
Eye Candy is made for professionals in demanding production environments who need support for 16bit/channel images and CMYK mode. Eye Candy 6 now takes advantage of multi-core CPUs to run fast on
modern machines. Eye Candy 6 is one of the first plug-ins to work with the 64-bit version of Photoshop.
Panels for Photoshop CS4 are provided for starting Eye Candy filters with a single click and for quickly

creating attractive buttons. Eye Candy provides multiple techniques for non-destructive editing in
Photoshop, including Smart Filter support and rendering effects on a duplicate of the original layer.
Pricing and Availability
Eye Candy 6 sells for $249 USD. Owners of any version of Eye Candy may upgrade for $99 USD. Online
or physical delivery is available through the Alien Skin website at www.alienskin.com. A real live human
can take orders or answer questions at 888-921-SKIN (7546). Free upgrades will be automatically sent to
purchasers of the Eye Candy 5 Bundle (Impact, Nature, and Textures) who purchased after October 11,
2009.
Host Requirements
Eye Candy 6 is a plug-in and requires one of the following host applications:


Adobe Photoshop CS3 or later



Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 or later on Mac OS X



Adobe Photoshop Elements 7 or later on Windows



Corel Paint Shop Pro Photo X2



Adobe Fireworks CS4

System Requirements
Microsoft Windows users must have at least a Pentium 4 processor or compatible and Windows XP or later.
Apple Macintosh users must have a PowerPC G5 or Intel processor and Mac OS X 10.5 or later. A monitor
with 1024x768 resolution or greater is required.
About Alien Skin Software
Alien Skin Software makes Photoshop plug-ins for photographers and graphic designers. We distill
advanced math and cutting edge research into simple tools that render beautiful pictures. Our reputation
for bug-free software and fast, friendly tech support has grown worldwide since 1993. For more
information, visit our website at www.alienskin.com.
For marketing or product review information, e-mail press@alienskin.com or call (919) 832-4124.
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